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Mimi Johnson, Kenneth D. McCracken, and Jacqueline De Pont

What Mission Hospital’s 12th annual black-tie gala, where St. Regis Monarch Beach Resort & Spa Co-chairs Mimi Johnson and Jacqueline De Pont, Table sponsors The Major Family—Nestlé Spirits USA, Anheuser-Busch 2016 Mazda Miata MX-5 Grand Touring car. Guests More than 650. Netted More than $260,000

Michaels, Schrager, and Jason and Nicole Kirby


Joan and John Sroufe, and Joan and John Sroufe

What Pacific Orange’s “Six Evening in New Orleans” art director John Alexander’s 50th anniversary, where Seaport Center for the Arts’ Susan Thieme gift to Alexander Commissioned work by artist Shawn Bevan. Guests 185. Netted $20,000 for the chalice’s arts and community program.

Joan May and

What JAX University’s seventh annual peace gala, “Celebrating a Vision of Peace,” where JAX’s Allen St. John campus. Guests 100. Netted $40,000

Dina Shamas

What Dream Institute in Dana Point celebrates its 15th anniversary with a two-day jazz and downtown dining event; Celeste Moghadam, Nabil Bouri, and Mike Bach. Guests 200. At the cocktail party, met the dinner. Raised $460,000

Natalie Oshiroff

What Southern California College of Optometry’s “Vision Vision” gala, where Advance vision and healthcare education. Guests 100. Netted $15,000

and Debrah Oshiroff

What JAX University’s seventh annual peace gala, “Celebrating a Vision of Peace,” where JAX’s Allen St. John campus. Guests 100. Netted $40,000

Julie M. Welsh and Louis Dunn

What Orange County businesses support JAX University’s mission, where Advance vision and healthcare education. Guests 100. Netted $15,000
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www.breitling.com

Pure Performance Pure Breitling

Chronomat 44

The benchmark in the field of mechanical chronographs, equipped with an ultrasturdy case that is water-resistant to 500 meters (1,650 ft), and with Manufacture Breitling Caliber 01, the most reliable and high-performance selfwinding chronograph movement, chronometer certified by the COSC. $11,650

Instruments for Professionals